
DISCO MEDI

A tricycle for adults

With our DISCO MEDI tricycle, you remain self-reliant with the freedom to
exercise and handle everyday tasks whenever you want.

We recommend DISCO MEDI for the walking-impaired and people with
impaired balance as well as those unsure about getting on a regular bicycle
- and for those who just want a different bicycle. The comfortable sofa seat
close to the ground guarantees you a comfortable and safe tricycle ride,
every time! Disco Medi is a smaller version of the larger Disco and is
especially suited for people of a height of approx. 160/165 cm. The 16”
tyres and the overall construction of the tricycles give you a very low centre
of gravity and, thus, an absolutely safe tricycle ride.

DISCO is available in three sizes and is ideal for both children and adults.
DISCO MEDI is the medium size in the series.

DISCO MEDI is also available with an electric motor and all models can be
tailored to your specific needs.

The DISCO MEDI tricycle is especially known for its
comfort, durability and formidable roadability:

 »   Easy to get on and off and safe to drive
 »   Comfortable seat that is easy to adjust forwards and backwards
 »   Extremely strong construction and a long working life of more than 10

years
 »   7 gears with/without reverse function
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Specifications

Dimensions

Length: 171 cm
Width: 68 cm
Entry height: 25 cm
Wheel size: 16"

User measure

Min. meaure inside leg: 45 cm

Bicycle weight

37 kg

User weight

Max 125 kg 

Colours

Red metallic
Blue metallic
Silver metallic
Dull black
(PF mobility bikes are painted using an
environment-freindly lacquer)

Gear system

7 gears

Standard equipment

7 gears
Differential
Foot and hand brake
Parking brake
Adjustable seat and handle bar
Basket in front
Lock with 2 keys
Rear view mirror
Seat cushions
Schwalbe Marathon Plus tires
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